
SOLUTION OVERVIEW

The Challenge

The Solution

The security of Salesforce is not just a technicalrequirement but a business 

imperative, given its role as acentral repository for critical business data. As

Organizations grow, the scale and complexity of Salesforceenvironments also 

grows. Maintaining visibility and controlover configurations, user permissions, and 

data accessacross numerous Salesforce orgs becomes cumbersome.The shared 

responsibility model underscores thischallenge; while Salesforce provides a 

secureinfrastructure, it is incumbent upon organizations tomanage 

configurations and access controls effectively.


This is not a trivial undertaking, as evidenced byAppOmni’s SaaS risk assessments, 

which found that over95% of companies had over-permissioned and inactive

users in their Salesforce instances. This directlycorrelates to the insufficient user 

access control andoversight, which can lead to unauthorized access andpotential 

data breaches. Misconfigurations that exposesensitive data and vulnerabilities 

from third-party appsconnected to Salesforce further compound these risks.


One of the key challenges is that organizations are simplyunaware of the extent 

and complexity associated withensuring correct app configuration and 

permission settingsfor each app instance. Manual processes simply areunable to 

keep up with the significant changes that occuron a daily and weekly basis.


Implementing a comprehensive security solution isessential to mitigate these 

significant risks and safeguarddata integrity.

AppOmni ensures robust security for Salesforce byestablishing a secure 

connection to monitor and safeguardthe entire platform. Its continuous 

monitoring and deepscanning capabilities proactively detect and mitigate risks

such as misconfigurations, lack of MFA enforcement, andvulnerabilities and 

threats including unauthorizedthird-party app connections, offering a 

strongdefenseagainst breaches. AppOmni monitors for malicious,suspicious, or 

anomalous activity within Salesforce,generating notifications or alerts when
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potential securityincidents are detected. As deployments grow in size and

complexity, the alert system continuously monitors forthreats without requiring 

increases in manual oversight orresources. AppOmni’s identity security 

capabilitiesenhance access control measures by providing anidentity-centric 

view of users and their permissions acrossmultiple SaaS applications, helping to 

proactively managethe SaaS attack surface.


In addition to Salesforce, AppOmni provides visibility intothe broader SaaS 

ecosystem customers are leveragingtoday, empowering these organizations to 

effectivelymanage cyber risks and maintain compliance at any scale.Visualization 

tools aid in discovering and monitoringthird-party app connections, preventing 

data leakage andensuring ecosystem integrity. Simplify compliancereporting and 

security audits, with on-demand compliancereports that provide actionable 

insights for administrators.With AppOmni’s comprehensive security approach 

andreal time security command center, organizations cansafeguard their 

sensitive data in the Salesforce ecosystemand beyond. 
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Key Capabilities
AppOmni’s SaaS Security platform mitigates Salesforce security risks by providing Security,Compliance, and IT teams with the 

proper tooling to effectively manage security across allSalesforce environments.

Continuous Security Monitoring
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